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the San Jose Stamp 

Club on Facebook 

 

How will you remember 2020? A 

message from Scott English 

From Scott English, Executive Director of the American 

Philatelic Society: 

How will you remember 2020? 

For me, it will be the remarkable strength of our philatelic community in 

the face of adversity. 

The hobby and the APS, long written off by too many people, could have 

easily folded under the pressure of the pandemic. Instead, you adapted, 

organized, connected, and thrived. 

When government restrictions forced the APS and APRL to close in 

March, we weren’t sure just how devastating the pandemic would prove 

to be. I pledged to our Boards and members that we would run a balanced 

budget by the end of the year. We not only did it; we did it without cutting 

member services that you value. 

None of that would be possible without you. Your support and 

commitment to the APS and the hobby did not just sustain us; it 

strengthened us. So for all that every one of you does, thank you. 

As we turn the page to 2021, I wanted to share a few items with you. 

Mortgage Debt 

In this month’s issue of The American Philatelist, I wrote about our debt 

elimination plan, adopted by the APS and APRL Boards in October. 

Since then, we have concluded work on the Estate of Robert Mason, 

originally estimated to bring in $725,000 in cash. 

We managed to keep the expenses lower than initially projected through 

hard work, increasing the cash portion to $877,000. 

With this Estate and $655,000 from cash reserves, we eliminated the last 

$1.5 million of our mortgage debt on Christmas Eve - 15 years earlier 

than initially anticipated. 

We will celebrate this debt retirement with a mortgage burning when we 

can gather with fewer restrictions. In the meantime, take comfort that our 

future is more sustainable than it’s been in a long time. 

mailto:Bfj39@yahoo.com
mailto:sflowerdew@earthlink.net
mailto:callcps@aol.com
mailto:Rbiell-dsl@sbcglobal.net
mailto:Bfj39@yahoo.com
mailto:papa_hilton@yahoo.com
http://www.sanjosesc.com/
http://www.sjscblog.net/
http://www.filatelicfiesta.com/
https://stamps.org/the-american-philatelist
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Presidents Message 

Annually in the January column I write 

about goals for the new year. Our batting 

average for meeting those goals isn’t great. 

It is really tough to set achievable goals in 

the midst of this global pandemic. What 

goals we set for ourselves is up to us and the 

achievement of them is dependent our own 

commitment to them.  

I’ve been giving thought to what do people 

want from being a member of a stamp club. 

The top things that came to mind include: 

 Access to stamps  

o Our club has an amazing 

assortment of stamps from all 

over the world.  

o We have 4 professional dealers 

able to help you. 

o Club hosts its own stamp show 

and helps at other local shows 

o APS stamp circuits (when 

we’re able to meet in person) 

 Help with own collection 

o Our small club has an amazing 

assortment of experience and 

expertise.  

o Whatever help you need, ask. 

Help is available in or outside 

the club.  

 Learn more about your collecting area 

and philately 

o Meeting programs hope to 

teach/inform 

o Newsletters have a wonderful 

assortment of informative 

articles 

o Knowledge and easy access to 

APS programs 

 Socialization with those who share 

your interests 

o A great way to make new 

friends is to find people who 

share an interest. 

o The club hopes to return to 

hosting social events like the 

summer picnic, winter party, 

and other activities as soon as 

there allowed.  

 Contribute to the hobby 

o Help get people of all ages 

learn the joys of collecting 

stamps 

o Host and teach stamp collecting 

to young people 

Did I cover your expectations for the club? 

You are invited and encouraged to speak up. 

Please give me a call, send me an email, or 

bring it up at a meeting.  

The SJSC can provide its members all of the 

above if we each make the commitment to 

contribute. No matter your age, collecting 

experience, or other circumstances, there is a 
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way to for everyone to contribute within 

their skills. Examples of way to contribute 

include: 

 Stamps 

o Help with the soaking and 

sorting of donations. 

 Members have done a 

LOT, but there is still 

plenty to do.  

 Anyone can soak, or tear 

down an album 

o Members are asked to 

contribute to continue to 

develop our inventory. 

 Check out a box and 

while looking for stamps 

to add to your own 

collection, improve the 

sorting of the box. 

o Serve on Fiesta planning team 

to host our annual show  

 Collecting Help 

o Communicate your need for 

help or ability to provide help.  

 Learning 

o Everyone is encouraged to host 

a meeting program.  

o Talk to me about how we can 

do your subject over Zoom.  

o Look for outsiders who 

wouldgive a presentation. 

  

 

 Social 

o Connect! Let’s stay in touch by 

connecting on our Zoom 

meetings. 

o Help is available to get 

connected. Just ask! 

o Hope to plan activities when 

gathering is allowed.  

o Everyone can help plan and 

schedule activities. 

 Contribute 

o Let’s be ready to jump as soon 

as social restrictions are lifted 

to host programs teaching our 

favorite hobby. 

o Plan and prepare for resuming 

youth programs once 

restrictions are lifted. 

 Look for ways to engage 

youth within pandemic 

restrictions 

I’ll ask again for your input on our club’s 

future. Now is the time for you to speak up. 

I pray everyone is staying safe and please 

make an effort to join our Zoom meetings. 

Regards, 

Brian 
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Washington at Valley Forge in December 

 

The month of December is filled with religious 

celebrations; the birth of Jesus, the birth of 

Mohammed, the Jewish festival of lights, the winter 

solstice, the death of Zoroaster, and a time of 

meditation as Buddha did. All of these events include 

a time of prayer. 

In 1928 and again in 1977 new stamps were issued 

commemorating the encampment of the Continental 

Army at Valley Forge, December 1777 – June 1778 

(150th & 200th anniversaries). The depiction on both 

stamps was of General George Washington praying. 

 

The 2-cent stamp (Scott 645) depicting Washington 

kneeling at Valley Forge was first available on May 

26, 1928. 

First Day sales were at the Philatelic Agency in 

Washington D.C. and in Lancaster, Norristown, 

Philadelphia, West Chester and Valley Forge, 

Pennsylvania. 

First Day sales were timed to coincide with the 

Midwest philatelic Exhibition in Cleveland, where 

the stamp was also sold First Day. 

 

 

The 13-cent Washington at Valley Forge Christmas 

stamp was first available on October 21, 1977, at 

Valley Forge, Pennsylvania. 

The stamp (Scott 1729), designed by Steven 

Dohanos, is based upon the painting by J.C. 

Leyendecker (1874-1951). 

Unlike today when events are immediately 

documented and posted online, there is no photo of 

George Washington kneeling in the snow praying. 

Nor is there any document recording the event 

though there are several diary/letter accounts of oral 

histories being passed down from colonial soldiers to 

family members. 

If you look closely at the Scott 645 stamp you can 

see an assistant peeking out behind a tree and a group 

of soldiers talking around a campfire. What is known 

about George Washington was that his faith in the 

moral righteousness of the American cause never 

faltered. 

 

 

Continued on next page 
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Valley Forge continued… 

 

Following two defeats against the British, including 

a battle at Philadelphia, Washington retreated with 

the Continental Army to Valley Forge. It located 

about 25 miles west of Philadelphia, and is a 

“defendable position with trade routes, and access to 

farm supplies.” 

With approximately 11,000 soldiers in Valley Forge, 

Washington immediately oversaw the layout and 

construction of first crude huts for shelter and then 

log cabins which housed 12 men each. Not until his 

soldiers had adequate shelter did he vacate his tent 

for a local’s stone house.  It was bitterly cold and 

there was a shortage of food, clothing and shoes. 

During the 18th century, battles were not normally 

fought during the winter, so Washington would ask 

for his wife, Martha (Dandridge Custis) Washington 

(Scott 306) to join him at the camp. 

It is 110 miles from Mt. Vernon to Valley Forge and 

took ten days using carriage and supply wagons. 

When she arrived at Valley Forge, her wagons were 

filled with food, medicine, cloth, wool, and sewing 

supplies. 

At the stone house, which served as headquarters and 

home, Martha was called upon to write letters, stand 

with her husband at official events, organized a 

massive donation campaign for funds and clothing 

on behalf of the troops. 

With other wives, she organized a Woman’s Relief 

Squad, which knitted caps, mittens and socks and 

repaired pants and coats, as well as tending to the 

sick soldiers. The local Oneida tribe provided over 

600 bushels of dried corn and taught the women how 

to prepare it for food.  

General Washington’s letters to Congress describe 

these shortages as well as the desertion by some 

soldiers: "We had in Camp, on the 23rd Inst. by a 

Field Return then taken, not less than 2898 men unfit 

for duty, by reason of their being barefoot and 

otherwise naked. Besides this number, sufficiently 

distressing of itself, there are many Others detained 

in Hospitals and crowded in Farmers Houses for the 

same causes.” (Washington, Dec. 29, 1777) 

But by using eventual Congressional appropriations 

and supplies provided by the soldier’s wives, along 

with the military expertise of General Baron Von 

Steuben, Washington was able to turn the soldiers at 

Valley Forge into a disciplined fighting force. 

As you bring this event into your December 

conversations by showing these stamps, pretend it is 

soon to be Washington’s birthday (February 22, 

1732). 

Imagine a dinner time conversation between Martha 

and George: 

 What would be his wish as he prepares to 

blow out his birthday candles? 

 What might be a present that Martha has 

wrapped for him? 

 What prayer request might be raised around 

the table? 

It is fascinating to think about what the future first 

President and First Lady would talk about!  
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Exempt from TAX  By Ron Lesher 

 

The recent discussion of how long one has to be dead before one’s portrait can appear on a postage stamp reminds 

one of the practice of picking portraits for revenue stamps beginning about 1870. Columbus Delano was appointed 

Commissioner of Internal Revenue in March of 1869 and served in that position until November 1, 1870 when 

President Ulysses S. Grant appointed him Secretary of the Interior. During his time as Commissioner of Internal 

Revenue he instituted the practice of using the current commissioner’s portrait on the hydrometer labels, a stamp-

like piece of paper that was inserted into official glass hydrometers that were used by government agents to 

determine the proof of distilled spirits and thus assess the proper tax. The practice would be copied by his 

successor in Internal Revenue, Alfred Pleasanton.  

The corruption that permeated much of President Grant’s administration became especially rampant in the Bureau 

of Indian Affairs in the Department of the Interior during Delano’s tenure, and it ultimately led to Delano resigning 

his position on October 19, 1875 because of evidence that his son had been given partnerships in surveying 

contracts over which the Interior Department had control. 

In 1871 near the end of President Grant’s first term in office a new printing arrangement was agreed upon for 

printing the distilled spirits tax paid stamps. The Continental Bank note Company would print the frames of the 

stamps and the Bureau of Engraving and Printing would do the vignettes and stubs, serially number the stamps, 

and bind them into booklets. A series of 13 stamps was needed, 10 to 130 gallons. The choice of individuals 

portrayed on this series and repeated on the Series of 1872 (issued for a tax increase) provides an insightful look 

into political thank yous. 

The individuals portrayed on the stamps were: 

10 gallons - George Henry Thomas (1816 - 1870) 

20 gallons - William Pitt Fessenden (1806 - 1869) 

30 gallons - Oliver Wolcott, Jr. (1760 - 1833) 

40 gallons - Winfield Scott   (1786 - 1866) 

50 gallons - Francis E. Spinner (1802 - 1890) 

60 gallons - Alexander Hamilton (1757 - 1804) 

70 gallons - Martin Van Buren (1782 - 1862) 

80 gallons - Zachary Taylor (1784 - 1850) 

90 gallons - John J. Cisco (1806 - 1884) 

100 gallons - John A. Dix (1798 - 1879) 

110 gallons - Salmon P. Chase (1803 - 1873) 

120 gallons - Columbus Delano (1809 - 1896) 

130 gallons - Abraham Lincoln   (1809 - 1865) 
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Exempt from Tax  continued… 

The selection of Alexander Hamilton, the first Secretary of the Treasury, for one of the stamps in the series was 

quite logical. Selecting the architect of the first internal revenue excises on distilled spirits on the 60 gallon stamp, 

one of the most widely used denominations of the series, made a strong statement. Oliver Wolcott, Jr., the second 

Secretary of the Treasury and an advocate of Hamilton’s policies, was also a well-reasoned choice for the 30 

gallon stamp. Following in this vein, a tribute to Martin Van Buren, advocate of an independent treasury, seems 

quite appropriate and he appears on the 70 gallon stamp. 

Another theme embraced in this series includes several popular military figures. Winfield Scott, “Old Fuss and 

Feathers,” was a hero in both the War of 1812 and the Mexican War. At the outset of the civil War he had retired 

after 20 years as the supreme commander of the U. S. Army. He is found on the widely used 40 gallon 

denomination. Zachary “Old Rough and Ready” Taylor, another hero of the Mexican War and who had died 

during his term as President, was picked for the 80 gallon stamp. Taylor’s son Dick, was still alive and he had 

served as a general in the Confederate army. 

The martyred President Abraham Lincoln, portrayed as early as June on 1865 on revenue stamps, was selected 

for the 130 gallon stamp. 

For these six stamps, the subjects were very safe choices. But for the remaining seven stamps of the series, one 

cannot say the same. They are a collection of political party favorites, Union military heroes, and in one case, a 

minor political functionary. Five of the seven were still very much alive, and the other two had only recently died. 

On the special 10 gallon stamp used for fruit brandy (on other distilled 

spirits there was a minimum 20 gallon container size requirement) the 

late General George Thomas, who had earned the nickname “the Rock 

of Chicamagua,” was portrayed. His presence on the series could not 

have been greeted with enthusiasm  

in the southern states, where much of the fruit brandy was being 

produced. 

Salmon P. Chase, whose portrait graces the 110 gallon stamp, had 

served as Secretary of the Treasury from 1861 to 1864 and was Chief 

Justice of the Supreme Court at the time the stamp was issued. The 

person who succeeded Chase as Secretary of the Treasury in 1864, the 

late William Pitt Fessenden, had previously served as head of the Senate 

Finance Committee and was considered one of the finest minds in the 

area of public finance in the 1860’s. Fessenden was portrayed on the 20 

gallon stamp. 

John Dix, for whom Ft. Dix in New Jersey is named, had served as 

Secretary of the Treasury from 1859 until 1861. During the Civil War 

he held the rank of major  general. After the war he had served as minister to France until 1869. His political life 

was not over, for in 1872 he was elected governor of New York. He was nominated for the 100 gallon stamp. 

Francis Spinner, the Treasurer of the United States from 1861 until 1875, had previously been pictured on the 

Third issue 50¢ Fractional Currency note. Portrayed on the 50 gallon stamp he is the second current member of 

the Grant administration featured in the series. 
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Exempt from Tax  continued… 

Columbus Delano, already mentioned at the beginning of this article, 

appears on the 120 gallon stamp. He is the third member of the Grant 

administration featured on the 1871 distilled spirits tax paid stamps. 

That leaves John J. Cisco on the 90 gallon stamp. He was a successful 

New York businessman who was the head of the subtreasury in New 

York at the time that these stamps were issued. 

The Bureau of Engraving and Printing was obviously trying to please 

(perhaps even attempting to curry favor with) the President and his 

political confidants. As political as the choices on the series of 1871 may 

have been, this was not the end of such blatant abuse.  

In January, 1875, the American Bank Note Company gained the contract 

for printing the distilled spirits stamps and placed President Grant himself 

on all denominations of the new distilled spirits stamps (figure three). The 

rectified spirits stamp had the portrait of James Beck, Democratic 

congressman from  Kentucky. Neither portrait last long on stamps. when 

the tax was increased on March 3, 1875, Grant was replaced with the 

martyred President Lincoln and Beck was replaced with the venerated 

architect of internal excise taxes on distilled spirits, Alexander Hamilton. 

This episode alone should alert us to the abuse of picturing living 

individuals on our postage stamps. Waiting ten years may remove the 

temptation to honor political favoritism on our postage stamps. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

==============================================
+ + + Dues Time + + +It’s that time of year again for your 
annual club dues. Please pay them in a timely manner so 

the treasurer doesn’t have to harass you for months on end 
for you to pay.  Thanks 

============================================== 
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The 10 Most Valuable U.S. Stamps 

Some are firsts, others have printing errors and others are simply rare and old—all factors that make these the 

most sought-after U.S. stamps. 

What draws people to stamps?  Why do we get a thrill from seeing Wonder Woman, astronauts, presidents and 

Americana on these small pieces of affixable paper? One possibility is that they are at once so many things: 

they’re art, they’re history, they’re antiques, they’re money, they’re miniatures—all wrapped up in the 

romanticism of the letters they set into motion. Those most devoted to the collection of stamps—philatelists—are 

readying themselves for a giant moment. In October, the collection of U.S. bond king William H. Gross will go 

up for auction at Robert A. Siegel Auction Galleries in New York. As noted by Cheryl Ganz, curator emerita of 

the Smithsonian National Postal Museum in Washington, Gross’s collection of American stamps is unrivaled in 

the history of private stamp collecting. As philately readies itself for a major reveal, we look back at 10 of the 

rarest stamps in American history. 

1. The Inverted Jenny 

 

(Courtesy of Siegel Auction Gallery) 

Debatably the rarest stamp error in U.S. history, the Inverted Jenny is among the most mythical. The plane 

depicted on the stamp is the JN-4HM, built by the Curtiss company in the middle of World War I (95 percent of 

U.S. pilots trained on JN-4s during WWI). Philately, like many other hobbies, enjoys the self-referential: this was 

the first plane used to deliver mail. A printing error caused the blue vignette—the airplane and the air around it—

to be printed upside down, while the red border framing the scene was printed correctly. The error only appeared 

on a single sheet of 100 stamps, which has since been broken up, so that mostly single examples of the stamp 

exist, though there remain two blocks of four. In 2016, a single Inverted Jenny sold at auction for $1,351,250. 

The Jennies—military biplanes—were modified for government airmail service with extra fuel tanks, a different 

engine, and a hopper for mail. They often crashed. In fact, the very first U.S. Post Office Department airmail 

flight on May 15, 1918 ended in disaster. The pilot flew in the wrong direction and crashed in a farmer’s field, 

ironically next to a property owned by Otto Praeger, the postmaster official in charge of airmail. “None of the 

first day’s mail made it,” says Scott Trepel, president of Siegel Auction House. “They had to send it the next day.” 

 

https://siegelauctions.com/grosspreview
https://www.history.com/topics/world-war-i/world-war-i-history
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2. 1847 Issue Block of 16 of Ben Franklin 

 

1847 Ben Franklin stamps (courtesy of Siegel Auction Gallery); The Boston Tea Party (Credit: Ed Vebell/Getty 

Images) 

The year 1847 is a huge one for stamps: this was the first year that you could purchase stamps from the United 

States government and affix them to a piece of mail as a method to prepay for its delivery (the legislation was 

passed in 1845). These are examples of the very first U.S. Federal stamps. Naturally, a great deal of 

correspondence was exchanged before 1847—the United States Post Office Department was established in 

1792—but those letters were mostly paid for by the receiver. 

Benjamin Franklin, who along with George Washington graced the first stamps, has a fascinating history with the 

post, filled with intrigue. In 1775, upon his return from England, Franklin was named postmaster general of the 

independent colonies by the Continental Congress. But long before, the Crown had named him postmaster general 

of the American colonies in 1753, a post he shared with William Hunter. Franklin was fired from that job when, 

in 1774, it was discovered that he had been opening mail (between English authorities) and feeding the 

correspondences’ contents to his rebel friends—in what’s become known as the Hutchinson Affair. 

3. Almanac Stamp of 1765 or 1766 

 

(Courtesy of Siegel Auction Gallery); The Battle of Yorktown (Credit: Fine Art Images/Heritage Images/Getty 

Images) 

https://www.history.com/topics/american-revolution/benjamin-franklin
https://www.history.com/topics/us-presidents/george-washington
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The Stamp Act, passed by British Parliament in 1765, often cited as one of the immediate causes of the American 

Revolution, was, in fact, a tax. It was levied on American paper used for legal, official or everyday useful 

documents: ship’s papers, business licenses, calendars, declarations, inventory, etc. —even playing cards. The 

“stamp” was applied to paper to denote that the tax had been paid. While the money demanded by the act was 

quite low and the act was repealed the following year, the damage was done. 

The colonies were incensed at the notion that they could be taxed by anyone outside their elected assemblies. 

Mob violence and intimidation followed, forcing stamp tax collectors to resign their positions and driving away 

ships carrying stamp papers at seaports. Colonial orators, like Patrick Henry, as well as newspapers, seized on the 

issue of English tyranny taking the form of taxation without representation, building the wave to revolution some 

10 years later. 

4. ‘Blue Boy’ Alexandria Postmaster’s Provisional 

 

“Blue Boy” stamp (courtesy of Siegel Auction Gallery); The Blue Boy by Thomas Gainsborough, 1770. (Credit: 

Francis G. Mayer/Corbis/VCG via Getty Images) 

In the world of U.S. stamp collecting, the Blue Boy is akin to the Mona Lisa. Between 1845, when Congress 

established federally standardized rates for postage and 1847, when the first federal postage stamps were 

produced, postmasters in counties and cities within the 29 states issued their own provisional stamps. Postmasters 

got creative with the designs. For example, the St. Louis provisional stamps display the image of two bears 

holding the United States coat of arms between them. 

Of particular interest are such provisional stamps from Alexandria, which was retroceded to the state of Virginia 

(from the District of Columbia) in these years. Seven such stamps are known to exist, but most of them are “buff” 

or a brownish-yellow color. Only one of them is bright blue—found on a love letter sent in 1847, that was 

supposed to be burned by its recipient—earning it the name “Blue Boy,” after the famous portrait—of a boy in 

fancy blue clothes—by English painter Thomas Gainsborough. 

 

https://www.history.com/topics/american-revolution/stamp-act
https://www.history.com/topics/american-revolution/american-revolution-history
https://www.history.com/topics/american-revolution/american-revolution-history
https://www.history.com/topics/american-revolution/patrick-henry
https://www.history.com/news/who-posed-for-leonardo-da-vincis-mona-lisa
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5. 1869 Pictorials—Inverted Center Errors 

 

Inverted 1869 pictorial stamp (courtesy of Siegel Auction Gallery); The Signing of the Declaration of 

Independence, by John Trumball. (Credit: GraphicaArtis/Getty Images) 

Stamp collectors love rarities, firsts and errors—and these stamps have all three, plus some politics. While the 

stamps were printed under President Ulysses S. Grant, their issue was conceived in 1868, during the fraught days 

after Andrew Johnson had been impeached, but still held on to power. Highly controversial and discontinued after 

one year, these were the first U.S. stamps printed using two colors. They also denoted scenes, like Columbus’s 

arrival in America (previously stamps had only featured portraits). The pictorials are also the first example of a 

printing error by the Post Office Department. To print in more than one color, each color had to be printed 

separately; the careless placing of several sheets upside down in the press resulted in the first American invert 

errors. 

When a four-stamp block of the 1869 Pictorials (24-cent inverts featuring John Turnbull’s painting, Declaration 

of Independence) was sold at auction in London in 1938, it attracted worldwide attention. It was the first time a 

transatlantic telephone line was used to purchase a lot at an auction. 

6. Two-Cent Blue Hawaiian Missionary 

 

https://www.history.com/topics/us-presidents/ulysses-s-grant
https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/columbus-reaches-the-new-world
https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/columbus-reaches-the-new-world
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Blue Hawaiian missionary stamp (courtesy of Siegel Auction Gallery); Stanley Donen’s 1963 comedy Charade, 

starring Cary Grant and Audrey Hepburn. (Credit: Movie Poster Image Art/Getty Images) 

In 1963, Life magazine said this stamp “Pound for pound, is the most valuable substance on earth.” The stamp 

dates back to 1851, when Hawaii was a sovereign nation and a popular destination for American missionaries 

spreading the gospel. Yet the Kingdom of Hawaii’s postmaster was American, and Honolulu’s and San 

Francisco’s post offices were well-connected. Collectors love these stamps for both the rarity of their survival, as 

well as their fanciful numerals. 

Interestingly, the 2-cent stamp didn’t serve much of a purpose—the only use was for a newspaper or the captain’s 

fee (ship captains received 2 cents for every letter they carried). Audrey Hepburn fans will recognize a stamp 

similar to this one from her 1963 picture with Cary Grant, Charade, but there’s a catch. In that film, where a 

Hawaiian Missionary stamp plays a key part in the intrigue, its value is 3 cents, but there was no such thing as a 

3-cent Missionary, only 2-cent, 5-cent and 13-cent. 

7. 1860 Stolen Pony Cover 

 

Stolen Pony Express mail (courtesy of Siegel Auction Gallery); A Pony Express rider being chased by Native 

Americans. (Credit: Ed Vebell/Getty Images) 

This stamp offers a peek into the American mythos of “cowboys and Indians.” Established in 1860, the Pony 

Express was a private mail service using a network of young riders and stations wherein mail could travel from 

across the country in approximately 10 days (the alternative was stagecoach or ship—through the Panama 

Canal—which took months or weeks respectively). Its parent company, Central Overland California and Pike’s 

Peak Express Company, is stamped on this cover. One Express rider, traveling east through Nevada in 1860, 

disappeared. Two covers from his mailbag, which was recovered two years later, survive to this day and bear the 

handwritten words: “Recovered from a mail stolen by the Indians in 1860.” 

For all the Pony Express’s legends (both Buffalo Bill Cody and Wild Bill Hickok claimed to be riders; there’s no 

evidence either was), the outfit lasted only 19 months and was, in fact, somewhat of a publicity stunt by three 

businessmen attempting to win a government mail contract. 

 

https://www.history.com/news/10-things-you-may-not-know-about-the-pony-express
https://www.history.com/news/10-things-you-may-not-know-about-the-pony-express
https://www.history.com/topics/panama-canal
https://www.history.com/topics/panama-canal
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8. Pan American Inverts 

 

Pan American invert stamp (courtesy of Siegel Auction Gallery); The assassination of President McKinley. 

(Credit: DEA/A. Dagli Orti/De Agostini/Getty Images) 

Transportation was the key theme of the six commemorative stamps—featuring the bridge at Niagara Falls and a 

steam engine, among others—issued in 1901 to commemorate the Pan American Exhibition held in Buffalo, NY. 

Because these stamps were printed in two colors, the opportunity was ripe for error, and pictorials on the sheets 

of the 1, 2 and 4-cent denominations were inverted. 

The Pan-American Expo is less remembered for its stamps or Jumbo—the 9-ton elephant, a hero of Britain’s wars 

in Afghanistan (who turned on his owner and was later executed for it)— than for the assassination of President 

William McKinley on September 6. McKinley was shot twice at close range by anarchist Leon Czolgosz as he 

greeted admirers at the fair. He died from his injuries eight days later (his vice president, Teddy Roosevelt, had 

been so confident of the president’s recovery, he went camping in the Adirondacks). 

9. CIA Invert 

 

https://www.history.com/topics/niagara-falls
https://www.history.com/news/the-assassination-of-president-william-mckinley
https://www.history.com/news/the-assassination-of-president-william-mckinley
https://www.history.com/topics/us-presidents/theodore-roosevelt
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Inverted CIA stamp (courtesy of Siegel Auction Gallery); The official seal of the Central Intelligence Agency. 

(Credit: Bettmann Archive/Getty Images) 

They’re tricky, those CIA agents. Between 1975 and 1981, the Post Office released a series of Americana stamps, 

four of which depicted light sources. Of these, a $1 stamp—depicting a colonial rush lamp and candle holder—

was printed as an invert on a single sheet of 100 stamps. In 1986, nine CIA agents who noticed the error, purchased 

the sheet with the 95 remaining stamps at the post office in Mclean, Virginia (the post office had unknowingly 

sold the other five to be used as everyday postage). The agents replaced the rare stamps with regular $1 issues, 

then sold a sheet with 85 of the inverted rush lamp stamps (plus one damaged stamp) to a collector for $25,000. 

Each of the agents kept one stamp for themselves. A scandal soon followed, and the agency demanded that the 

agents return the stamps or face termination (they had been purchased with taxpayer money, after all). Four agents 

returned their stamps, four quit or were terminated, and one agent claimed they had lost theirs and kept their job. 

10. Stock Exchange Invert 

 

New York Stock Exchange stamp (courtesy of Siegel Auction Gallery); The New York Stock Exchange meeting 

under Buttonwood Tree on Wall Street. (Credit: Bettmann Archive/Getty Images) 

This stamp gets recognition not only because it’s an invert, but because it’s the last invert that the United States 

Post Office printed, back in 1992—on a stamp commemorating the 200th anniversary of the New York Stock 

Exchange (NYSE). Only 56 of these stamps are known to be in existence. Surrounded by a green border with red 

numerals, the inverted images include one scene of modern traders, depicted standing beneath a hub of monitors 

on the stock exchange, and an exterior view of the exchange’s neoclassical facade, at 11 Wall Street. 

The NYSE was unofficially created on May 17, 1792, when 24 stock brokers signed the Buttonwood Agreement, 

which stated that the brokers could only trade with each other and that they were to earn a commission of 0.25 

percent. It was signed outside of 68 Wall Street, under a buttonwood tree. The agreement was reached after 

William Duer’s overzealous borrowing (and defaults) caused a financial panic earlier that year. 

 

https://www.history.com/topics/history-of-the-cia
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Club Member/Dealers 

Richard Clever 

Asia Philatelics, P.O. Box 730993, San Jose, CA 95173-0993                                                                                            

Phone: (408) 238-0893   Fax: (408) 238-2539   Email: richard@asiaphilatelics.com                                                      

Web Site: www.asiaphilatelics.com                                                                                                                              

(China, Asia, Ireland, Japan) 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Ron Biell 

Euro-Asian Stamps, P.O. Box 20562, San Jose, CA 95160                                                                                            

Phone: (408) 323-8702   Fax: 408) 323-8702   Email: rbiell-dsl@sbcglobal.net                                                               

Web Site: www.eurasiastamps.com                                                                                                                              

(China, Japan, Baltics, Russia, W. Europe, Covers Worldwide) 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Doug Gary 

Douglas Gary, P.O. Box 457, Campbell, CA 95009                                                                                                     

Phone: (408) 274-3939   Email: doug_gary@hotmail.com                                                                                                 

(USA & Worldwide Postal History, Stamps, Autographs, Postcards) 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Deepak Jaiswal 

The India Specialist, PO Box 50848, Palo Alto, CA 94303                                                                                              

Phone: (650) 387-3885   Fax: (650) 561-4044   Email: info@stampbay.com                                                               

(India) 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Walt Kransky 

Walts Postcards                                                                                                                                                                  
Web Site: www.thepostcard.com   Email: wrsky@att.net                                                                                                 

(philatelic material, covers, postcards) 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Gary Morris 

Pacific Midwest Co., PO Box 730818, San Jose, CA 95173                                                                                              

Phone: (408) 532-7100   Email: garyucb@aol.com                                                                                                    

www.ebay.com,   Seller Name: garyucb                                                                                                                        

(Hawaii Stamps & Covers, Other Worldwide Stamps, Linder and Lighthouse Stamp Supplies) 
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